Report on the second eCert workshop
ALT-C2010, Nottingham University, 7 September, 2010

Aim
The aim of this workshop was, through our introduction and demonstration, to enable the
participants to engage with the ideas behind our eCertificate system, to debate the potential
benefits it offers, and to work through the potential practical issues that might be
encountered in the introduction of such a system into their own institution.

Attendance
The eCert team members:
David Argles - project director
Lisha Chen-Wilson – project manager
Xin Wang – research assistant
Teresa Binks – project assistant
Workshop participants:
John Clayton – workshop facilitator, manager of Wintec
Katharine Iles - training manager of JANET
Andrew Davey - technical developer of eLanguages
Kirstie Coolin - eBusiness analyst in University of Nottingham
Matt Haigh - project manager of Cambridge Assessment
Joe Wilson - head of New Ventures at the Scottish Qualifications Authority
Annette Odell - Learning Technology Advisor in University of East London
Peter Silvester - Web Applications Programmer in University of Southampton
Iwi Ugiagbe-Green - Senior Lecturer in Leeds Metropolitan University
Alex Furr - eLearning consultant and developer in University of Southampton
Plus several others (names not recorded)

Current Stage of eCert Development
It has been 9 months since the eCert project kicked off. The project has been through the
research, analysis, design, and review phases, and is now in its demonstrator development
stage.

Workshop Format
The workshop lasted for 60 minutes, and was organized as follows:


5 minutes of welcome and introduction



I5 minutes of introducing the “linked data” problem and the eCert solution



10 minutes of a brief clarification (it was planned to be only 5 minutes)
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25 minutes of group discussions for possibilities and potential problems
o

o

o

o



Group A:


Have we a need for the eCert system in our institution?



Would our students want this?



Whose data is it anyway?

Group B:


Would there be problems for staff implementing this, or would this
help?



Are there infrastructure problems that might create difficulties?



Would this be useful for other purposes?

Group C:


Would there be institutional barriers to introducing an eCert system?



What gains would we foresee in using an eCert system?



Would this be useful for other purposes?

Group D:


Have we a need for eCertificates in ePortfolios in our institution?



What about the “club” scenario, would this be attractive?



Whose data is it anyway?

5 minutes of conclusion

The 10 minutes of group feedback, which was located in the plan just before the conclusion,
was cancelled to allow more time for the group discussion; instead of this, the key points
from each group have been noted by eCert team members during their discussions.

Feedback
All participants liked the idea of eCert, so there wasn’t any strong disagreement.
One of the participants, Joe Wilson1, wrote on his blog: “… Some really useful example uses
from across UK… can be used to verify exam results, project work, e-portfolios. … can see
lots of applications for this. Potentially useful links to Bologna process and E-Certification Epass work”
Participants in general didn’t follow the suggested discussion topics, but followed their own
interest. However, participants seemed to home in on the fine detail of the system and the
legal, societal and institutional barriers that would get in the way.
The general feedback from the groups:


Legal – international legal issues. Insurance costs



Systems would have to run in parallel – cost



Who’s going to pay? In general terms?

1 Joe Wilson, Head of New Ventures UK Awarding Body, wrote about the eCert system in his blog,
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System for employers would have to be really easy to use



EdExcel and the other bodies would have to sign up



o

Puts their reputation on the line

o

Insurance/money

You would have train students to manage their eCerts, not to loose them, how to
share them
o

Some students wouldn’t be able to do this



You’d have to integrate with loads of other systems – portfolios, class lists, banner
etc



The system at the moment is a generic verification engine that we are putting into
the context of education
o

Consider giving your system some semantic knowledge of the educational
qualification structure and qualification requirements


Bologna Process integration – huge market – people are really
struggling



This system would be very useful for lifelong learning and expiring certificates: FSA,
Doctors, Lifeguards



People seemed less interested in certifying qualifications, but very interested in
certifying evidence and portfolios. EdExcel have been working on the problem for
years and keep returning to watermarked paper etc.
o

However, people were very interested in validating international certificates,
as it is very expensive to do now.



There are so many vocational qualification bodies who will have to be signed up



You’d need secure infrastructure links from institutional systems in eCert



It would change working practice for student-records staff



Open up parts of student records, e.g. for a particular course – prerequisites.

Lessons Learned
The feedback from the workshop indicated that the eCert system would be of good use, and
provide applications that would be enthusiastically welcomed.
Feedback related to the system’s running cost and integrations with other systems have
been deal with during the system design stage. For example, it will be open source, free for
all users and institutions, but will require maintenance cost for system support and technical
updates; and some requirements for eCertificates to be used within ePortfolios have been
added.
Feedback related to organizational sign up has been considered during the system design,
such that:


The system is free to sign up to for any registered education institution who wants
to use the system.
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The eCert system was designed to work for any size of federation: the system can
start to operate with one registered organization, and can provide services for all
member registered educational organizations throughout the UK.



No access to the issuing subsystem will be provided for non registered bodies; and
even assuming unauthorized access has been gained, the resulting issued
eCertificates won’t pass the validation process.

Feedback related to easy use of the system will be reflected back to the system HCI design,
with more instructions and messages added to increase usability.
Feedback relating to security issues such as links from Institutional systems to eCert has
been dealt with: once the eCertificates are issued, there are no links between institutional
systems and the eCert system. There is no database access to any of the issuing institutions
for viewing or the verification process. However, all institutions need to report their CRLs
(certificate revocation list) to their CAs, which the eCert system will access during the
verification process.
Many of the questions raised were due to unclear information provided during the limited
presentation time. We’re still not explaining it well enough; people had lots of clarification
issues. Part of this is the shift away from the fashionable cloud computing paradigm, which is
what people assumed it would be.
We have only mentioned what the system is and how it works, but haven’t explained what
the differences are between eCert and other currently existing methods (e.g. digital signing)
and systems (e.g. Digitary). This is crucial information that will not only help with the
explanation, but also give an inside view of eCert’s features. Without a good understanding
of the system, participants will not be able to provide more useful feedback. We should add
this part in any future presentations.
We’re also having vocabulary issues: Certificate as in Public Key Cryptography and
Certificate as in qualification; eCert as in bundle of encrypted data and eCert as in the more
generic idea of an eCertificate. We need to clearly clarify these in any future presentations.
Answers to open-ended questions are too long to write down. Most of the participants
didn’t note down their thoughts, or didn’t write in sentences. These make recording
feedbacks from groups more difficult. We need to come up with a more efficient solution to
collect feedback from groups next time.
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